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Abstract. The $-sclrzmes are a class of structured flowchart schemes defined algebraically by Elgot 
in [ 11. Bloom and Tindell [2] gave a graph theoretic characterization of the biaccessible %I-sckmes, 
i.e. those in which every vertex is on a path from begin to exit. We give here a graph theoretic 
characterization of the entire class of %,shemes, and also of a smaller and simpler class. the 
FZZ’-schemes of [S]. 
0. Introductios 
Elgot’s 5%schemes are of interest as a class of strustured fluwchart schemes which 
contain a strong equivalenr: (definition below) for every flowchart scheme. Bloom 
and Tindell [2] gave a simple graph theoretic characterization of the biaccessible 
%-schemes; these are the ones most naturally used Uu QC the schemes associated with 
computations which terminate when salccessful. But there are other ways in which 
flowchart schemes can be applied in the theory of programming (e.g. to systems 
programs or other processes which l;ontinue indefinitely in time) so it seems worth 
giving a graph iE;eoretic characterization of the whole class of %-schemes. 
We give now a brief definition of $&schemes; for further details see [ I] or [2]. Let I’ 
be a ranked set (i.e. a sel r equipped with a ‘rank function’ from F intO the 
non-negative integers N). We let !-n denote the set of elements of r or rank n. A 
p0 wchart scheme (‘scheme’ for short) F : n +p over r consists of the following: 
(1) a finite directed graph, 
(2) an enumeration exitl, . . . , exit, (el, . . . , ep for short) of p distinct vertices with 
no edges out of them (the exits of F), 
(3) a labelling function: each nonexit vertex v with k edges leading out of it is 
assigned a ‘letter’ in &, and the k edges leaving it are put in bijective correspondence 
with [k]={l, . . . k\, 
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(4) a ‘begin function’ b with domain [n] whose values are vertices of the graph. We 
are concerned here almost erzlusivzly with ‘scalar’ schemes where n = 1. In this case 
we write b instead of b( 1) for the sole begin vertex of F: 
We note that the most familiar case is where rn = @ uwless n = 1 or n = 2. We may 
then write fl = fl and l$ := 17 and think of fl as a set of names for operations anti U 
as a set of names for predicates. The more genera1 situation described above allows 
for combined operations and tests with any finite number of outcomes. 
The class of %-schemes (over r) is defined as the class containing 11, the rriuiai’ 
scheme (‘do notking’) with one begin b which is also thie exit e, and closed under 
composition, separated atomic substitution, exit merging, and scalar iteration. Given 
schemes ,F : n --$ p and G : p + q2 the operation of compoa:ition produces the scheme 
F + G : n A+ q obtained by identifying each exitj of F with beginj of G. Given y E r, 
and Gi : I-) pi* i E [n], separated atomic suhtitution produces y l (G1 + Gz + l l l + 
G,) obtained by identifying the n exits of the ‘atumic scheme’ y with thL begins of 
G ], . . , , Ga as in Fig. 1, 
Note th!.it eac3 atomic scheme y is a %-scheme since y = y . (II + II + l . 9 + I,). 
Given a sciaeme F : n + p and a surjective function f : [p] -, [q], the operation of exit 
merging produces F a f, where f is the trivial scheme corresponding to f, (e.g. if c = 2 
and q = 1, F l f is obtained by identifying the two exits of F). Given F: 13 p + 1 
whose exit P+l is not the begin vertex, scalar iteration produces the scheme F’ : 1 +p 
obtained fk*om F by identifying exi%,, 1with the begin of F; in other words to obtain 
F’, delete exit,,., from F and direct alt edges in F whose targets are exit,+l to the 
begin. SO .F’ is a generalised while-do; repeat F until an exit other than exit,+* IS 
Fig. 1. Separated atomic substitution. 
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reached. It is much more powerful, for Elgot [l, Theorem 4.31 has shown that every 
flow&art scheme is strongly equivalent to a %&scheme, whereas as shown f’or 
example by Kosarajv [4], there are schemes not even weakly elquivalent o thc)sL 
which can be built up using only while-do. (Roughly speaking, two schemes are 
strongly equivalent if to each path in one from a given begin toI a given exit there is a 
corresponding path in the other meeting the same members of r along the way; they 
are weakly equivalent if they compute the same functions in all interpretations. For 
precise definitions see Cl].) 
In the next section we introduce the graph theoretic preliminaries, and the 
characterization given by Bloom and Tindell in [2] for the biaccessible %-schemes. 
Section 2 contains the statement and proof af our graph-theoretic characterization of 
the class of all %-schemes. I am grateful to Ralph Tindell for a marked simplificati~nn 
of my original proof. In Section 3 we give a similar characterization of a much simpler 
class, the ,9’%&schetlnes of Elgot [SJ which still provide a strong equivalent for every 
accessible scheme. 
1. Graph theoretic properties 
Throughout this section we assume that we are talking about a scheme F : 1 --c n 
with one begin. The labelling of vertices plays no role so we are simply dealin,g with a 
directed graph which has a begin vertex b singlecl out, and n distinct verticfts 
el 7*.*5 e, (with no edges leaving them) designated as exits. A path p from 11 to e., 
writtenp:u-,uoru’*Pv,isasequencep=c,,...,z1,where211=uandu,=oa17d 
for each i, 1 G i C n there is an edge from vi to vi+l. The path y is s&c3 to meet the 
vertices v 1, . . . , v,* which are on it; it is said to meet a przth q if there is a vertex on both 
p and q. There is a trivial path u + u having no edges. The path is #simple if vj # vi when 
i # j (the trivial path is also simple). It is a circuit (or cycle) if ~1 = on. We say 211 
dominates v2 if every path from b to v2 meets ~1. 
Definition 1.1. ACC. The scheme F is accessible, or satisfies ACC, if each vertex is 
on a path from the begin. It is biaccessibk if there is also a path to an exit from each 
vertex. 
Definiition 1.2 A bipath /3 is a pair of distinct nontrivial simple paths /I, 4 : u + v in F 
such that the only vertices contained in both p and q are u and v. The vertex P,I is the 
head, and Q is the tail of the bipath. We write p : u 33: v or simply u 3 v The bipath 
is proper if v is not an exit vertex or” F. It is an entry bipath if there is a (simple) initial 
entry path i : b + u which meets p, q only at u. 
dinitim 1.3. RED. The scheme F is reducible [l] if every circuit 8;~ has a unique 
initial entry node, i.e. a vertex v such that every path *IFrom the begin k~l to p meets v. 
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Definition 1.4. BX. The scheme F satisfies the b@ath exit if, for 
nroper entry u =! every path u to exit meets 
H H.. differs from bipath exit BX of in not that there 
a path an exit v. For schemes they of course, It 
is difficult to that our is equivalent the stronger in which 
notion of is weakened allogring p, to be simple and as 
long they have common edge, the notion entry bipath weakened to 
does not u’ (i.e. exists a I : b + ~4 not meeting v the entry 
condition requires such an i which also does not meet p or 4 anywhere except at II ). 
Defiaition 1.5. BE. (See Fig. 2.) The scheme F satisfies the bipath re-entry property if, 
for every entry bipath u sg v, and paths r : x + u, (x Z v) s : v + u, where x is on p or 4 
but r, s do not meet p, q wwepi at their end points, it is the case that every path from b 
to r meets s. 
Fig. 2. Violation of BE. 
Of course such a bipath is automatically proper, since there is a path starting at v. 
As with BX, BE implies the rborresponding statement -Gth p, q required only to have 
no common edge. 
‘heorem 1.6 ([2, p. 2841). A biaccessible schem!e F : IL + p is a S-scheme iff it satisfies 
BX alnd BE. 
For schemes which are not biaccessible we need to add another condition. 
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Definition 1.7. NL. The scheme F satisfies; the no linked bipaths property if there do 
not exist proper entry bipaths u 2 v, u” --c v’ with a pair of links, i.e. paths u + c’ not 
meeting v, u’-a v not meeting v’. (See Fig. 3.) 
U 
U’ 
Fig. 3. Violation of NL. 
Note that if either of u 3 v, cz’i v’ is not proper, (i.e. if v or u’ is [an exit:1 then the 
non-existence of such links follow from BX. 
Lemma 1.8. NL+ RED. 
Proof. Suppose there is a circuit with two distinct initial entry nodes til an?. idz. Let 
il : b + u and i2 : b + u2 be (simple) initial entry paths, i.e. not meeting the circuit 
except at ~1, ~42. respectively. Let tl : u1 -, u2 and t2 : u2 -)r u1 be simple paths meeting 
il, i2 only at ~1, u2 respectively (Fig. 4), Then bS iir, ul, bit ii,, ~42 are proper entq 
bipaths with links i 2 : b + ~42 not meeting ul, and il : b -* u I not meeting 11’2, contr,ary to 
NL. 
It is convenient to have a name for the bipaths which give rise to the added 
complication of the proof in the non-biaccessible case. These are thie ones which are 
created when scalar iteration 1s applied to a bipath having a violation of BX involving 
the last exit. This becomes a path u + b not meeting v. 
Definition 1.9. A proper entry bipath u Z v is a return bipath if there is a return path, 
i.e. a simple path u + b not meeting v. A return bipath is a bireturn bipath if there is a 
biretcrrrz path, i.e. a simple path v + b. 
In the Lemmas 1.10-1.13 below we assume that we are dealing with a scheme F 
satisfying ACC, BE, BX and NL. 
Lemma X0. If p : u 3: v is a return bipatk nigh v1 is nlot dominated by U, the2 every 
path s : t’ --j, v1 meets b. 
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Fig. 4. 
Proof. Let i : b -, u be an initial entry path to p, let r : u -+ b be a return path and 
t : 14 + cl a path not meeting u. Clearly we may assume :I:, t are simple and do not meet 
before VI. We first show that s meets i. Suppose not. Lc:t u1 be the last vertex of t on i 
or p or q and fl the segment of t from u1 to ul, lo the segment of t from u to u1 (Fig. 5 
shows u1 on q; the argument is the same if it is on p ~IF’ i). 
By hypothesis s does not meet i; from this and RED it follows easily that s cannot 
meet p or q either except ai ct. Hence u 1 # v 1. Let q1 be the segment of q from u 1 to u 
andqo thesegment from u to ul. Then& : ul=i2,, u 1 i 5 an entry biputh and we have 
links between p and PI, namely rt : u + vl, not meeting v and 41: MI+ v not meeting 
tyl, violating NL. 
So s meets i. Let ~1: v -* u be the path obtained by going along s to its first 
intersection with i and continuing down i. Let ~42 be the last intersection of r with p or 
(I arid rl : ~42 -, u the path obtained by going along a~ from u2 to b and continuing down 
i !Fig. 6). By applying BE to the bipath /3 and the paths rl, s1 we see that b is on sl. 
Lemma 1.11. If u =t v is a return non-bireturn bipath, then v dominates all vertices 
accessi& from it. 
Proof. If v1 is not dominated by u then a path v --ib ul must, by Lemma 1.10 meet b so 
there would be path, and hence a simple path, v -+ b so that u 3 u wmici be a bireturn 
bipath. 
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Fig. 6 
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Lemma 1.12. Let @ : u S u be a bireturn bipath, p’ : CI/‘Z v’ ia rcetlm bipath such that v” 
dominates v. Then no bireturn path s : II+ b for @ meets, except at b, any return path 
r’:u’-,b for-p’. 
Proof. Suppose s meets r’ at a point vl f b; let rl be thle segment U’ + vl of r’. B y 
Lemma 1 .I0 v must dominate ~1. Since v’ dolminates P it follows that v’ dominates 
vi. But if i' : b + I;’ is an initial entry path for /3’, then i’rl : b + vl does not meet 11’ 
which contradicts V’ dominates vl. 
Lemma l.KL If fl: LI S v, IA’=% v’ are return bipaths, then either v dominates v’ c)r 
vice-versa. + 
Proof. If v does not dominate v’ there is a path I : b + v’ not meeting v so if r : u + b Is 
a return path for p,, then rl : u -)- v’ does not meet v. Similarly if v’ does not dominate v 
there is a path u’+’ t’ not meeting u’. If both of these hol,d we have a violation of NIL. 
Lemma 1.14. . If Fis accessible, a necessary and suficien t condition for it to be possible 
to write F = G l Ii with v as articulation vertex (i.e. the exit of G aJ?d begin of H) is that 
there are paths fro/m v to all exits of F, and v dominates all vertices accessible from it. 
Proof. The necessity is clear. To prove sufficiency take the vertices of H to be all 
vertices on paths from v ; the vertices of G to be all other vertices of I; together with 
v. The edges of H (similarly G) are all edges of F joining two vertices of II. The exit 
of G is v ; the exits of ?i are those of F. The be& Y-L - nf 5 is that of F; the begin of H ifk v. 
It is clear that under the given conditions, F = G l H. 
2. Characterization of Swhemes 
Theorem 2.1. A scheme F : 1 + n is a %-scheme iffFsatisfies ACC, BX, BE and NL. 
Proof, (a) only if. Since a %-scheme is an %-scheme (see [3]) it follows from [3] th.at if 
F is a $&scheme it satisfies ACC. To show it satisfies BX, BE and NL we :proceed by 
induction! on the number of operations used to build F. Trivially fi satisfies tlhese 
axioms so it remains to show that the various C$-operations preserve BX, BE and NL. 
(i) Composition : F = G . H. We suppose that G, H satisfy BX, BE and NL land 
prove that F does. We note first that if u + v is a bipath in F, then it must be a bipath 
in G or H. It is then easy to check that a violation of BX, BE or NL in F’ would be a 
violation in G or H (in the case of NL one observes first that both of the viola :ing 
bipaths would havrr to be in the same one of G, H). 
(ii) Separated atomic substitution : F = y - [F1 + F2 + l 9 0 + &,]. IIere too a bipath 
in F is a bipath in s’.Jme Fi and the argument is similar. 
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(iii) Exit merging: E = G l fi In this case a proper bipath in F is also a proper 
bipath in G and if BX, BE and NL are satisfied ha G, th.ey are: satisfied in F. 
(iv) Scalar iteration : F = G’. Let p : u S v be a proper entry bipath in F. W-wn it is 
also one in G. If u + ei is a path to an exit in F not meeting ZJ, then either it is als;, a 
path in G or the composition of two paths u + e,F+l? b + pi in G. Hence if G satislies 
BX so does F. If /? vioEates BE in Fy then there must be re-entry paths r :x -* II, 
s : v + u with an initial entry node to r not in s. If G satisfies BE, this initial entry node 
must be b. Bur then there is a path x + e,+l in G which violates &X. It is easy to check 
that a violation of NL :,I F would yield a violation of either NL or BX in G. 
(b) if. We have to show that every scheme F satisfying ACC’, BX, BE and NL is a 
%-scheme. The proof is by induction on the number N of internal edges (i.e. which do 
not end in an exit) of R If iV = 0, then F is either II or in r or ayises from a scheme in 
r by exit-merging. All these schemes are in G. So we suppose AT > 0 and prove the 
inductive step. There are four cases: 
(i) There are no edges into b and no return bipaths. Let ~1, ~2~ . . . uk be the 
successors of 6. A proper bipath with head b would be a return bipath so there are 
none of these and we may write 
Here Fi is the scheme with begin ui whose vertices are all vertices of F which are on 
paths from Ui, whose edges are all edges of F joining two vertir:es of Fi and whose 
exits are all exits of F belonging to Fi. Exits of F belonging to more than one Fi have 
to be copied; the function f is used to merge them back again. It is evident that each Fi 
has less than P.’ internal edges and satisfies ACC, BX, BE and NL, so the induct’ve 
step can be taken in this case. 
(iij There are edgcz iv b but no return bipatk. ,11 blllJ M+ ., c rq~ ;te F = Gt where p ITf tt;r .s -2-c. <_.‘f I-*-- 
G is the anti-iterate of F, obtained from F redirecting all edges which in F go into b 
into a new exit eP+l of G. The number of internal edges of G is less than that of F and 
it is easy to see that G satisfies 14CC, BE and NL. Since F = Gt satisfies BX, a 
violation of BX in G could only come from a proper entry bipath 6 : d-t v’ it? G, 
which will also be a proper entry bipath in F, with a path r’ : u’ + eP+ 1in G not meeting, 
v’. In F, r’ becomes a path u’+ b not meeting v’, so p’ would be a return bipath, 
contrary to hypothesis. 
(iii) There is a return bipath which is not hireturn. Let /3 : u 3 v be such a bipath and 
r : u + b a return path for 8. We show that v satisfies the conditiorzs of Lemma 1.14. 
Let e be an exit of F. Since F is accessible there 1. a path t : b + L’. By BX, ~1: u + e 
must meet v. Since r doe,s not meet v, it follows that t meets v, so there is a path from v 
to e, The remaining condition of Lemma 1.14 is satisfied, by Lemma 1.11, SO, by 
Lemma 1.14 we may write F = G - H with v as articulation vertex. Since a return 
bipath is proper, v is not an exit, so H is non-trivial. Since r : u + b does not meet V, v 
is not b so G is non-trivial. Clearly both G and H have Fewer irnternal edges than F. 
Since F satisfies ACC, NL, BE and BX it follows easily that H satisfies all of these 
and that G satisfies ACC, NL and BE. Suppose there is a violation: of BX in G by 21 
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properentrybipathu’=t:o’andapathu’~unotmeetingu’(sov’#~).Thenu’zl:u’ 
will also be a proper entry bipath in F. Since F is accessible there is (Fig 7) a path 
s : 6 + u’. Thlen KS is a path from u to v’ which, by NL, must meet v. But this is 
impossible, for v’ is not u, and is in G, hence cannot be on a path from v. 
b 
Fig. ‘7 
iiv) There are return bipaths but a# oj’ them are bireturn. By Lemma 1.13 we may 
choose a return bipath p : u =k v whose tail 2’ is dominated by the tails of all other 
return bipatbs. Let i : b + u be an initial entry path for p, r : u + b a return path and 
s : v -, b a bircturn path. We form G by redirecting the last edge of s to a new exit epr+l 
instead of to 6. Clearly F = G’; aiso G has one fewer internal edge than F and is 
easily seen to satisfy ACC, BE and NL. Since F = Gt ssitisfies BX a violation of BX in 
G could, as in case (ii) above, only arise from a return bipath 0 : U’S v’ with a return 
path r’ meeting s at its penultimate vertex. This would contradict Lemma 1.12. 
3. Cimracteaization of KY?-schemes 
Elgot was surpised at the complexity of the graph +5eoretic characterization of 
%-schemes and lcioked for a simpler class of schemes which still had a strong 
equivalent for every accessibie scalar scheme. He gave such a class in [5] where he 
defined the ZY?-schemes (tree-like) as those built up out of II by means of separated 
atomic suLwitu;m, scalar iteration and permutation of exits (this latter was inad- 
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vertently omitted in [S]). Defining the TJU-schemes to bie those obtainable from 
T3-schemes by exit mergers, he proved that for every accessible scalar schme there 
is a strongly equivalent TZ&scheme. The effect of deferring in this way any genuine 
merging of exits until the end makes the graph theoretic characterization of 
TZ&-schemes very much simpler than that of %-schemes, and almost r&i& to 
prove. I?. turns out however that the restriction of composition to separated atomic 
substitueion, which allows schemes to grow only upwards, means that the only 
subsequent operations which can affect exit merging are scalar i.teration and further 
exit merging, And the result of merging and then iterating can also be obtained by 
exit permutation followed by repeated iteration, followed by merging. Xence the 
class of TZ&schemes coincides with the class %--schemes defined on p. 277 of [2] 
as those built up from II by means of separated atomic substitution, scalar iteration 
and exit merging. An alternative, graph theoretic proof of this is given below. 
Theorem 3.1. A scheme F : I+ n ic; a TZ-scheme iflit is accessible aszd htis no entry 
bipaths. 
Corollary 1. It is a ZZX-scheme if it is accessible and has no proper entry bipafhs. 
Corollary 2. The .4fZA-schemes are the same as the ge- -sckmes. 
Proof of Theorem 3,l. (a) on/y if. Since a TZ-scheme is a %-scheme it is accessible. 
To show that it has no entry bipaths one observes that this is true of I1 and is 
obviously preserved under separated atomic substitution, scalar iteration, and exit 
permutation. 
(b) if. We prove by inductilon on the number N of internal edges of F that every 
accessible scheme with no entry bipaths is a 93-scheme. If N = 0, then F is eitker II 
or in r or arises from a scheme in 1’ by exit permutation. All these schemes are 
TZ-schemes. So we suppose N >O and prove the inductive step. There are two 
cases: 
(i) There are no edges into rj. This is exactly like case (i) of Theorem 2. I except that 
there is now no ne:ed for exit merging, Sut only exit permutation, since we are 
supposing there are no improper entry bipaths either, so that no exit belongs to more 
than one Fj. 
(ii) There are edges into b. Form G by redirecting to a new exit e,+l just one of the 
edges into b. Then G has Iv - 1 internal edges and F = Gi, so ia remains to prove that 
G has no entry bip:iths. Now an entry bipath in G would also be one in F unless its 
tail was e,,+l. But this is impossible for there is only one edge into e,, 1 in G. 
Proof of Corobry 1. Exit merging cannot create proper entry bipaths. Converselly, 
a scheme with no proper entry bipaths can be obtained by exit merging from one with 
no entry bipaths at all, simply by taking all edg,.. -9~ going to t!Qe same exit to separale 
exits. 
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Psoof of @orolPsry 2, This follows at once f rorn Corollary 1 and Theorem 3.2.5 of [2, 
p, 27@ (which says that a scalar scheme is a %Gscheme ilI it is accessible and has no 
proper entry bipgths), but since the proof of that was omitted we may as well give it 
here. In view of CorcBllary 1, and the fact that the E&&!-schemes are obviously a 
subclass of the F-schemes, akl that is necessary to prove Corollary 2 (and hence 
3.2.5) is to verify th’at he property of being accessible and having no proper entry 
bipaths is preserved under the operations of separated atomic substitution, scalar 
iteration and exit merging, which is easily done. 
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